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Abstract

We consider the practical problem of constructing binary
space partitions (BSPs) for a setS of n orthogonal, non-
intersecting, two-dimensional rectangles inIR3 such that
the aspect ratio of each rectangle inS is at most�, for some
constant� � 1. We present ann2O(plogn )-time algo-
rithm to build a binary space partition of sizen2O(plogn )
for S. We also show that ifm of then rectangles inS have
aspect ratios greater than�, we can construct a BSP of
sizenpm2O(plogn ) for S in npm2O(plogn ) time. The
constants of proportionality in the big-oh terms are linear
in log�. We extend these results to cases in which the input
contains non-orthogonal or intersecting objects.

1. Introduction

How to render a set of opaque or partially transparent ob-
jects inIR3 in a visually realistic way is a fundamental prob-
lem in computer graphics [12, 22]. A central component of
this problem ishidden-surface removal: given a set of ob-
jects, a viewpoint, and an image plane, compute the scene
visible from the viewpoint on the image plane. Because
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been studied extensively in both the computer graphics and
the computational geometry communities [11, 12]. One of
the conceptually simplest solutions to this problem is thez-buffer algorithm [6, 12]. This algorithm sequentially pro-
cesses the objects; and for each object it updates the pixels
of the image plane covered by the object, based on the dis-
tance information stored in thez-buffer. A very fast hidden-
surface removal algorithm can be obtained by implement-
ing thez-buffer in hardware. However, the cost of a hard-
warez-buffer is very high. Only special-purpose and costly
graphics engines contain fastz-buffers, andz-buffers im-
plemented in software are generally inefficient. Even when
fast hardwarez-buffers are present, they are not fast enough
to handle the huge models (containing hundreds of millions
of polygons) that often have to be displayed in real time. As
a result, other methods have to be developed either to “cull
away” a large subset of invisible polygons so as to decrease
the rendering load on thez-buffer (when models are large;
e.g., see [23]) or to completely solve the hidden-surface re-
moval problem (when there are very slow or noz-buffers).

One technique to handle both of these problems is thebi-
nary space partition(BSP) introduced by Fuchs et al. [14].
They used the BSP to implement the so-called “painter's al-
gorithm” for hidden-surface removal, which draws the ob-
jects to be displayed on the screen in a back-to-front order
(in which no object is occluded by any object earlier in the
order). In general, it is not possible to find a back-to-front
order from a given viewpoint for an arbitrary set of objects.
By fragmenting the objects, the BSP ensures that fromany
viewpoint a back-to-front order can be determined for the
fragments.

Informally, a BSP for a set of objects is a tree each of
whose nodes is associated with a convex region of space.
The regions associated with the leaves of the tree form a
convex decomposition of space, and the interior of each
region does not intersect any object. The fragments cre-
ated by the BSP are stored at appropriate nodes of the BSP.
Given a viewpointp, the back-to-front order is determined
by a suitable traversal of the BSP. For each nodev of the
BSP, the objects in one ofv' s subtrees are separated from
those inv' s other subtree by a hyperplane. The viewpointp
will lie in one of the regions bounded by the hyperplane
at v. The traversal recursively visits first the child ofv cor-
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responding to the halfspace not containingp and then the
other child ofv. The efficiency of the traversal, and thus
of the hidden-surface removal algorithm, depends upon the
size of the BSP.

The BSP has subsequently proven to be a versatile data
structure with applications in many other problems that
arise in practice—global illumination [5], shadow genera-
tion [7, 8, 9], ray tracing [19], visibility problems [3, 23],
solid geometry [17, 18, 24], robotics [4], and approxima-
tion algorithms for network flows and surface simplifica-
tion [2, 16].

Although several simple heuristics have been developed
for constructing BSPs of reasonable sizes [3, 13, 14, 23, 24],
provable bounds were first obtained by Paterson and Yao.
They show that a BSP of sizeO(n2) can be constructed
for n disjoint triangles inIR3, which is optimal in the worst
case [20]. But in graphics-related applications, many com-
mon environments like buildings are composed largely of
orthogonal rectangles. Moreover, many graphics algorithms
approximate non-orthogonal objects by their orthogonal
bounding boxes and work with the bounding boxes [12].
In another paper, Paterson and Yao show that a BSP of
sizeO(npn) exists forn non-intersecting, orthogonal rect-
angles inIR3 [21]. This bound is optimal in the worst case.

In all known lower bound examples of orthogonal rectan-
gles inIR3 requiring BSPs of size
(npn), most of the rect-
angles are “thin.” For example, Paterson and Yao's lower
bound proof uses a configuration of�(n) orthogonal rect-
angles, arranged in a

pn � pn � pn grid, for which any
BSP has size
(npn). All rectangles in their construc-
tion have aspect ratio
(pn). Such configurations of thin
rectangles rarely occur in practice. Many real databases
consist mainly of “fat” rectangles, i.e., the aspect ratiosof
these rectangles are bounded by a constant. An examina-
tion of four datasets—the Sitterson Hall, the Orange United
Methodist Church Fellowship Hall, and the Sitterson Hall
Lobby databases from the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill and the model of Soda Hall from the University
of California at Berkeley—shows that most of the rectan-
gles in these models have aspect ratio less than 30.

It is natural to ask whether BSPs of near-linear size can
be constructed if most of the rectangles are “fat.” We call a
rectanglefat if its aspect ratio (the ratio of the longer side
to the shorter side) is at most�, for a fixed constant� � 1.
A rectangle is said to bethin if its aspect ratio is greater
than�. In this paper, we consider the following problem:

Given a setS of n non-intersecting, orthogonal,
two-dimensional rectangles inIR3, of which m
are thin and the remainingn�m are fat, construct
a BSP forS.

We first show how to construct a BSP of
size n2O(plogn ) for n fat rectangles in IR3 (i.e.,

when m = 0). We then show that ifm > 0, a BSP
of sizenpm2O(plogn ) can be built. This bound comes
close to the lower bound of
(npm) .

We finally prove two important extensions to these re-
sults. We show that annp2O(plogn )-size BSP exists ifp
of then input objects are non-orthogonal. Unlike in the
case of orthogonal objects, fatness does not help in reduc-
ing the worst-case size of BSPs for non-orthogonal objects.
In particular, there exists a set ofn fat triangles inIR3 for
which any BSP has
(n2) size. However, non-orthogonal
objects can be approximated by orthogonal bounding boxes.
The resulting bounding boxes might intersect each other.
Motivated by this observation, we also consider the prob-
lem wheren fat rectangles containk intersecting pairs
of rectangles, and we show that we can construct a BSP
of size (n + k)pk2O(plogn ). There is a lower bound
of 
(n+ kpk) on the size of such a BSP.

In all cases, the constant of proportionality in the big-oh
terms is linear inlog�, where� is the maximum aspect ra-
tio of the fat rectangles. Our algorithms to construct these
BSPs run in time proportional to the size of the BSPs they
build, except in the case of non-orthogonal objects, when
the running time exceeds the size by a factor ofp. Exper-
iments demonstrate that our algorithms work well in prac-
tice and construct BSPs of near-linear size when most of
the rectangles are fat, and perform better than Paterson and
Yao's algorithm for orthogonal rectangles [1].

As far as we are aware, ours is the first work to con-
sider BSPs for the practical and common case of two-
dimensional, fat polygons inIR3. de Berg considers a
weaker model, the case of fat polyhedra inIR3 (a poly-
hedron is said to be fat if its volume is at least a constant
fraction of the volume of the smallest sphere enclosing it),
although his results extend to higher dimensions [10].

One of the main ingredients of our algorithm is
anO(n logn)-size BSP for a set ofn fat rectangles that are
“long” with respect to a boxB, i.e., none of the vertices of
the rectangles lie in the interior ofB. To prove this result,
we crucially use the fatness of the rectangles. We can use
this procedure to construct a BSP of sizeO(n4=3) for fat
rectangles. The algorithm repeatedly applies cuts that bi-
sect the set of vertices of rectangles in the input setS until
all sub-problems have long rectangles and the total size of
the sub-problems isO(n4=3), at which point we can invoke
the algorithm for long rectangles. We improve the size of
the BSP ton2O(plogn ) by simultaneously simulating the
algorithm for long rectangles and partitioning the vertices
of rectangles inS in a clever manner.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
gives some preliminary definitions. In Section 3, we show
how to build anO(n logn)-size BSP forn long rectangles.
Then we show how to construct a BSP of sizeO(n4=3) in
Section 4. Sections 5 and 6 present and analyze a better al-



gorithm that constructs a BSP of sizen2O(plogn ). We ex-
tend this result in Section 7 to construct BSPs in cases when
some objects in the input are (i) thin, (ii) non-orthogonal,or
(iii) intersecting. We conclude in Section 8 with some open
problems.

Due to lack of space, we defer many proofs to the full
version of the paper.

2. Geometric preliminaries

A binary space partitionB for a setS of pairwise-
disjoint, (d � 1)-dimensional, polyhedral objects inIRd
is a tree recursively defined as follows: Each nodev
in B represents a convex regionRv and a set of ob-
jects Sv = fs \Rv j s 2 Sg that intersectRv. The re-
gion associated with the root isIRd itself. If Sv is
empty, then nodev is a leaf ofB. Otherwise, we parti-
tion v' s regionRv into two convex regions by acutting
hyperplaneHv. At v, we storefs \ Hv j s 2 Svg,
the set of objects inSv that lie in Hv. If we let H+v
be the positive halfspace andH�v the negative halfspace
bounded byHv, the regions associated with the left and
right children ofv areRv \H�v andRv \H+v , respec-
tively. The left subtree ofv is a BSP for the set of ob-
jectsS�v = fs \H�v j s 2 Svg and the right subtree ofv
is a BSP for the set of objectsS+v = fs \H+v j s 2 Svg.
The size ofB is the number of nodes inB.

Supposev is a node ofB. In all our algorithms, the
regionRv associated withv is a box (rectangular paral-
lelepiped). We say that a rectangler is long with respect
to Rv if none of the vertices ofr lie in the interior ofRv.
Otherwise,r is said to beshort. A long rectangle is said to
be free if all its edges lie on the boundary ofRv; otherwise
it is non-free. A free cutis a cutting plane that dividesS into
two non-empty sets and does not cross any rectangle inS.
Note that the plane containing a free rectangle is a free cut.
Free cuts will be very useful in preventing excessive frag-
mentation of the objects inS.

We will often focus on a boxB and construct a BSP for
the rectangles intersecting it. Given a set of rectanglesR,
let RB = fs \B j s 2 Rg
be the set of rectangles obtained by clipping the rectangles
in R within B. For a set of pointsP , let PB be the subset
of P lying in the interior ofB.

Although a BSP is a tree, we will often discuss just how
to partition the region represented by a node into two con-
vex regions. We will not explicitly detail the associated con-
struction of the actual tree itself.

We now state two preliminary lemmas that we will use
in Sections 3 and 5. The first lemma characterizes a set of
rectangles that are long with respect to a box and belong to

one class. The second lemma applies to two classes of long
rectangles.

Lemma 1 LetC be a box,P a set of points in the interior
of C, andR a set of rectangles long with respect toC. If
the rectangles inRC belong to one class,

(i) there exists a faceg of the boxC that contains one of
the edges of each rectangle inRC.

(ii) let V be the set of vertices of the rectan-
gles in RC that lie in the interior of g.
In O(jRCj + jP j) time, we can find a planeh
that partitionsC into two boxesC1 and C2 such
that (jV \ Cij+ ajP \ Cij) � (jV j+ ajP j)=2;
for i = 1; 2.

Lemma 2 LetC be a box,P a set of points in the interior
ofC, andR a set of long rectangles with respect toC such
that the rectangles inRC belong to two classes. We can
find two parallel free cutsh1 andh2 in O(jRCj+ jP j) time
that partitionC into three boxesC1; C2; andC3 such that
either

(i) jRCij + ajP \ Cij � 2(jRCj + ajP j)=3; for
all 1 � i � 3, or

(ii) there is some1 � i � 3 such thatjRCij+ajP \Cij �2(jRCj+ ajP j)=3 and all rectangles inRCi belong to
the same class.

3. BSPs for long fat rectangles

Let S be a set of fat rectangles. Assume that all the rect-
angles inS are long with respect to a boxB. In this section,
we show how to build a BSP forSB , the set of rectangles
clipped withinB. The boxB has six faces—top, bottom,
front, back, right,andleft. We assume, without loss of gen-
erality, that the back, bottom, left corner ofB is the origin
(i.e., the back face ofB lies on theyz-plane). See Figure 1.

A rectangles belongs to thetop classif two parallel
edges ofs are contained in the top and bottom faces ofB.
We similarly define thefront andright classes. A long rect-
angle belongs to at least one of these three classes; a non-
free rectangle belongs to a unique class. See Figure 1 for
examples of rectangles belonging to different classes.

In general,SB can have all three classes of rectangles.
We first exploit the fatness of the rectangles to prove that
whenever all three classes are present inSB , a small number
of cuts can divideB into boxes each of which has only two
classes of rectangles. Then we describe an algorithm that
constructs a BSP when all the rectangles belong to only two
classes.
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Figure 1. Different classes of rectangles.

3.1. Reducing three classes to two classes

LetB andSB be as defined earlier. Assume, without loss
of generality, that the longest edge ofB is parallel to thex-
axis. The rectangles inSB that belong to the front class can
be partitioned into two subsets: the setR of rectangles that
are vertical (and parallel to the right face of boxB) and the
setT of rectangles that are horizontal (and parallel to the top
face of boxB). See Figure 2(a). Lete be the edge ofB that
lies on thez-axis. The intersection of each rectangle inR
with the back face ofB is a segment parallel to thez-axis.
Let �r denote the projection of this segment onto thez-axis,
and let �R = Sr2R �r. Let z1 < z2 < � � � < zk�1 be the
endpoints of intervals in�R that lie in the interior ofe but
not in the interior of any interval of�R. (Note thatk�1 may
be less than2jRj, as in Figure 2(b), if some of the projected
segments overlap.) Similarly, for each rectanglet in the
setT , we define~t to be the projection oft on they-axis,
and ~T = St2T ~t. Let y1 < y2 < � � � < yl�1 be they-
coordinates of the vertices of intervals in~T defined in the
same way asz1; z2; � � � ; zk�1.

We divideB into kl boxes by drawing the planesz = zi
for 1 � i < k and the planesy = yj for 1 � j < l.
See Figure 2(b). This decomposition ofB into kl boxes
can easily be constructed in a tree-like fashion by perform-
ing (k � 1)(l � 1) cuts. We refer to these cuts as�-cuts.
If any resulting box has a free rectangle (such ast in Fig-
ure 2(b)), we divide that box into two boxes by applying the
free cut along the free rectangle. LetC be the set of boxes
into whichB is partitioned in this manner. We can prove
the following theorem about the decomposition ofB intoC.
This is the only place in the whole algorithm where we use
the fatness of the rectangles inS.

Lemma 3 The set of boxesC formed by the above process
satisfies the following properties:

y–axis

z–axiscax–axis

tb srq
(a)y1y0z3z2z0z1a b wvu y5y4y3y2
(b)

Figure 2. (a) Rectangles belonging to the setsR andT . (b) The back face ofB; dashed lines are intersec-
tions of the back face with the�-cuts.

(i) Each boxC in C has only two classes of rectangles,

(ii) There are at most26b�c2n boxes inC, and

(iii)
PC2C jSC j � 18b�cn.

Proof: Let z0 andzk be the endpoints ofe, the edge of the
boxB that lies on thez-axis. Similarly, definey0 andyl to
be the endpoints of the edge ofB that lies on they-axis.

Claim (i) Let C be a box inC. If C does not contain
a rectangle fromT [ R, the proof is trivial since the
rectangles inT andR together constitute the front class.
SupposeC contains rectangles from the setR. Rectangles
in R belong to the front class and are parallel to the right
face ofB. We claim thatC cannot have any rectangles
from the right class. To see this claim, consider an edge ofC parallel to thez-axis. The endpoints of this edge havez-coordinateszi andzi+1, for some0 � i < k. SinceC



contains a rectangle fromR, the interval zizi+1 must
be covered by projections of rectangles fromR onto thez-axis. Any rectangle from the right class insideC must
intersect one of the rectangles whose projections coverzizi+1. That cannot happen since the rectangles inS do
not intersect each other. A similar proof shows that ifC
contains rectangles fromT , thenC is free of rectangles in
the top class.

Claim (ii) We first show that that bothk and l are at
most2b�c + 3. Let a (respectively,b; c) denote the length
of the edges ofB parallel to thez-axis (respectively,y-
axis, x-axis). By assumption,a; b � c. Let r be a
rectangle fromR with dimensionsz andx, wherez � x.
Consider�r, the projection ofr onto thez-axis. Suppose
that �r � zizi+1, for some0 < i < k � 1; i.e., �r lies in the
interior of the edgee of B lying on thez-axis. Sincer
is a rectangle in the front class and is parallel to the right
face ofB, we know thatz � a � c = x. If r̂, the rectangle
supportingr in the setS; has dimensionŝz and x̂, whereẑ � x̂ � �ẑ, we havez = ẑ andx � x̂. (If i is 0 or k � 1,
we cannot claim thatz = ẑ; in these cases, it is possible
thatz is much less than̂z.) See Figure 3. We see thata � c = x � x̂ � �ẑ = �z:
It follows that the length of�r, and hence the length
of zizi+1, is at leasta=�. Since every alternate inter-
val zizi+1; 0 < i < k � 1 contains�s for at least one rect-
angles in R, k is at most2b�c + 3. In a similar manner,l
is also at most2b�c+ 3.

This implies that B is divided into at
most kl � (2b�c+ 3)2 boxes by the planesz = zi;1 � i � k � 1 and the planesy = yj ; 1 � j � l � 1.
Each such boxC can contain at mostn rectangles. Hence,
at mostn free cuts can be made insideC. The free cuts can
divideC into at mostn + 1 boxes. This implies that the
setC has at most at most26b�c2n boxes.

Claim (iii) Each rectangler in SB is cut into at mostkl pieces. The edges of these pieces form an arrangement
onr. Each face of the arrangement is one of the at mostkl
rectangles thatr is partitioned into. Only2(k+ l� 1) faces
of the arrangement have an edge on the boundary ofr. All
other faces can be used as free cuts. Hence, after all possi-
ble free cuts are used in the boxes into whichB is divided
by thekl cuts, only2(k + l � 1) pieces of each rectangle
in SB survive. This proves that

PC2C jSC j � 18b�cn. 2
3.2. BSPs for two classes of long rectangles

LetC be one of the boxes into whichB is partitioned in
Section 3.1. We now present an algorithm for constructing

r̂a r z = ẑx = cx̂
Figure 3. Projections ofr̂ (the dashed rectan-
gle),r = r̂ \B (the shaded rectangle), and the right
face ofB onto thezx-plane.

a BSP for the set of clipped rectanglesSC , which has only
two classes of long rectangles. We recursively apply the fol-
lowing steps to each of the boxes produced by the algorithm
until no box contains a rectangle.

1. If SC has a free rectangle, we use the free cut contain-
ing that rectangle to splitC into two boxes.

2. If SC has two classes of rectangles, we use Lemma 2
(with R = S andP = ;) to splitC into at most three
boxes using two parallel free cuts.

3. If SC has only one class of rectangles, we splitC into
two by a plane as suggested by Lemma 1 (withR = S
andP = ;).

We first analyze the algorithm for two classes of long
rectangles. The BSP produced has the following struc-
ture: If Step 3 is executed at a nodev, then Step 2 is not
invoked at any descendant ofv. In view of Lemma 2,
repeated execution of Steps 1 or 2 onSC constructs
in O(jSCj log jSC j) time a top subtreeTC of the BSP
with O(jSC j) nodes such that each leaf inTC has only
one class of rectangles and the total number of rectangles
in all the leaves is at mostjSC j. At each leafv of the
treeTC, recursive invocations of Steps 1 and 3 build a BSP
of sizeO(jSvj log jSvj) in O(jSvj log jSvj) time (see [20]
for details). Since

Pv Sv � jSC j, where the sum is taken
over all leavesv of TC, the total size of the BSP constructed
insideC isO(jSCj log jSC j).

We now analyze the overall algorithm for long rect-
angles. The algorithm first applies the�-cuts to the
rectangles inSB , as described in Section 3.1. Con-
sider the set of boxesC produced by the�-cuts. Each
of the boxes inC contains only two classes of rectan-
gles (by Lemma 3(i)). In view of the above discus-
sion, for each boxC 2 C, we can construct a BSP
for SC of sizeO(jSC j log jSC j) in timeO(jSC j log jSC j).



Lemma 3(ii) and 3(iii) imply that the total size of the BSP
is O(n) +PC2C O(jSC j log jSC j) = O(n logn). The
BSP can be built in the same time. We can now state the
following theorem.

Theorem 1 Let S be a set ofn fat rectangles andB a box
so that all rectangles inS are long with respect toB. Then
anO(n logn)-size BSP for the clipped rectanglesSB can
be constructed inO(n logn) time. The constants of propor-
tionality in the big-oh terms are linear in�2, where� is the
maximum aspect ratio of the rectangles inS:
Remark: In our algorithm for two classes of long rectan-
gles, by using in Step 3 above the algorithm of Paterson and
Yao for constructing linear-size BSPs for orthogonal seg-
ments in the plane [21], rather than theirO(n logn) algo-
rithm for arbitrarily-oriented segments in the plane [20],we
can improve the size of the BSP to linear. This improvement
implies that we can construct linear-size BSPs for long rect-
angles. We will not need this improved result below, except
in Section 4.

4. BSPs of size O(n4=3)
In this section, we present a simple algorithm that con-

structs a BSP of sizeO(n4=3) for n fat rectangles. We then
use the intuition gained from theO(n4=3) algorithm to de-
velop an improved BSP algorithm in Section 5. We analyze
the improved algorithm in Section 6.

We need a definition before describing the algorithm. A
bisecting cutis an orthogonal cut that dividesB into two
boxes and bisects the set of vertices of rectangles inS that
lie in the interior ofB.

The algorithm for fat rectangles proceeds in phases. A
phaseis a sequence of three bisecting cuts, with exactly one
cut perpendicular to each of the three orthogonal directions.
After each phase, if a box contains a free rectangle, we use
the corresponding free cut to further divide the box into two.
We begin the first phase with a box enclosing all the rect-
angles with at most4n vertices in its interior (since there
aren rectangles inS each with four vertices) and continue
executing phases of bisecting cuts until each node has no
vertex in its interior. At termination, each node contains
only long rectangles. We then invoke the algorithm for long
rectangles to construct a BSP in each of these nodes.

The crux of the analysis of the size of the BSP produced
by this algorithm is counting how many pieces one rectan-
gle can split into when subjected to a specified number of
phases. To this effect, we use the following result due to
Paterson and Yao [21].

Lemma 4 (Paterson-Yao) A rectangle that has been sub-
jected tod phases of cuts (with free cuts used whenever
possible) is divided intoO(2d) rectangles.

Theorem 2 A BSP in IR3 of sizeO(n4=3) can be con-
structed forn fat orthogonal rectangles. The constant of
proportionality in the big-oh term is linear in�2, where�
is the maximum aspect ratio of the input rectangles.

Proof: If a box B has k vertices in its interior, one
phase of cuts partitionsB into boxes each of which has
at mostk=8 vertices in its interior. Since we start withn rectangles that have at most4n vertices, the num-
ber of phases executed by the above algorithm is at
mostd(logn)=3 + 2=3e: Lemma 4 now implies that the to-
tal number of rectangles formed once all the phases are exe-
cuted isO(n � 2d(logn)=3+2=3e) = O(n4=3): At this stage,
all nodes have only long rectangles. Hence, Theorem 1 and
the remark at the end of Section 3 imply that constructing
a BSP in each of these nodes increases the total size of the
BSP only by a constant factor. This proves the theorem.2
5. The improved algorithm

The algorithm proceeds in rounds. Each round simulates
a few steps of the algorithm for long rectangles as well as
partitions the vertices of the rectangles inS into a small
number of sets of approximately equal size. At the begin-
ning of theith round, wherei > 0, the algorithm has a top
subtreeBi of the BSP forS: Let Qi be the set of boxes as-
sociated with the leaves ofBi containing at least one rectan-
gle. The initial treeB1 consists of one node andQ1 consists
of one box that contains all the input rectangles. Our algo-
rithm maintains the invariant that for each boxB 2 Qi, all
long rectangles inSB are non-free. IfQi is empty, we are
done. Otherwise, in theith round, for each boxB 2 Qi,
we construct a top subtreeTB of the BSP for the setSB and
attach it to the corresponding leaf ofBi. This gives us the
new top subtreeBi+1. Thus, it suffices to describe how to
build the treeTB on a boxB during a round.

Let F � SB be the set of rectangles inSB that are long
with respect toB. Setf = jFj andk to be the number
of vertices of rectangles inSB that lie in the interior ofB
(note that each such vertex is a vertex of an original rect-
angle in the input setS). By assumption, all rectangles
in F are non-free. We choose a parametera, which remains
fixed throughout the round. We picka = 2plog(f+k) to
optimize the size of the BSP that the algorithm creates (see
Section 6). We now describe theith round in detail.

If k = 0, i.e., if all rectangles inSB are long, we ap-
ply the algorithm described in Section 3 to construct a BSP
for SB . Otherwise, we perform a sequence of cuts in two
stages that partitionB as follows:

Separating Stage: We apply the�-cuts, as described in
Section 3.1. We make these cuts with respect to the
rectangles inF, i.e., we consider only those rectangles
of SB that are long with respect toB. In each box so



formed, if there is a free rectangle, we apply the free
cut along that rectangle. LetC be the resulting set of
boxes.

Dividing Stage: We refine each boxC in C by applying
cuts, similar to the ones made in Section 3.2, as de-
scribed below. We recursively invoke the dividing
stage on each box thatC is partitioned into. LetkC
denote the number of vertices of rectangles inSC that
lie in the interior ofC. The setFC is the set of rectan-
gles inF that are clipped withinC.

1. If C has any free rectangle, we use the free
cut containing that rectangle to splitC into two
boxes.

2. If jFCj+ akC � (f + ak)=2pa, we do nothing.

3. If the rectangles inFC belong to two classes,
letPC denote the set of vertices of the rectangles
in SC that lie in the interior ofC. We apply two
parallel free cutsh1 andh2 that satisfy Lemma 2,
with R = F andP = PC.

4. If the rectangles inFC belong to just one class,
we apply one cuth using Lemma 1, withR = F
andP = PC .

The cuts introduced during the dividing stage can be
made in a tree-like fashion. At the end of the di-
viding stage, we have a set of boxes so that for each
boxD in this set,SD does not contain any free rectangle
and jFDj+ akD � (f + ak)=2pa. Notice that as we ap-
ply cuts inC and in the resulting boxes, rectangles that are
short with respect toC may become long with respect to the
new boxes. We ignore these new long rectangles until the
next round, except when they induce a free cut.

6. Analysis of the improved algorithm

We now analyze the size of the BSP constructed by the
algorithm and the time complexity of the algorithm. In a
round, the algorithm constructs a top subtreeTB on a boxB
for the set of clipped rectanglesSB . Recall thatF is the set
of rectangles long with respect toB. For a nodeC in TB,
let TC be the subtree ofTB rooted atC , �C the number of
long rectangles inFC , andnC the number of long rectan-
gles inSC n FC .

For a boxD corresponding to a leaf ofTB, letfD be the
number of long rectangles inSD. Note thatfD counts both
the “old” long rectangles inFD (pieces of rectangles that
were long with respect toB) and the “new” long rectangles
in SDnFD (pieces of rectangles that were short with respect
to B, but became long with respect toD due to the cuts
made during the round) ;fD = �D + nD.

Lemma 5 For a boxD associated with a leaf ofTB, we
have fD + akD � (f + ak)=pa:
Proof: We know thatnD is at mostk (since a rectangle
in SD n FD must be a piece of a rectangle short with respect
toB, and there are at mostk such short rectangles). Hence,fD + akD � �D + nD + akD� �D + k + akD:
Since�D+akD � (f+ak)=2pa; the lemma follows. 2

For a boxC in TB , we use the notationLC to denote the
set of leaves inTC.

Lemma 6 LetC be a box associated with a node inTB. If
all rectangles inFC belong to one class, thenXD2LC fD � 2�C + 2 (nC + kC)��C + akC� � ;
where� = (f + ak)=2pa.

Lemma 7 LetC be a box associated with a node inTB. If
all rectangles inFC belong to two classes, thenXD2LC fD � 2�C + 3 (nC + kC)��C + akC� �3 ;
where� = (f + ak)=2pa.

Lemma 8 The treeTB constructed on boxB in a round has
the following properties:

(i)
XD2LB kD � k,

(ii)
XD2LB fD � O(f + a3=2k), and

(iii) jLBj = O(f loga + a3=2k).
Proof: The bound on

PD2LB kD follows, since each ver-
tex in the interior ofSB lies in the interior of at most one
box ofLB . Next, we will use Lemmas 6 and 7 to prove a
bound on

PD2LB fD. A similar argument will prove the
bound onjLBj.

Let C be the set of boxes into whichB is partitioned by
the separating stage. See Figure 4. LetC be a box inC.
Since all rectangles inFC belong to at most two classes,
Lemmas 6 and 7 imply thatXD2LC fD = 2�C + 3 (nC + kC)��C + akC� �3 ; (1)
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Figure 4. The treeTB constructed in a round.

where� = (f + ak)=2pa.
The boxes inC correspond to the leaves of a top subtree

of TB . Therefore, the total number of long rectangles in the
boxes associated with the leaves ofTB isXD2LB fD = XC2C XD2LC fD;
which by equation (1) isXD2LB fD = XC2C 2�C + 3 (nC + kC)��C + akC� �3! :
By an argument similar to the one used to prove Lemma 3,
we have

PC2C �C = O(f) and
PC2C nC = O(k). We

also know that
PC2C kC � k. Therefore, we obtainXD2LB fD = O f + k�f + ak� �3!= O �f + a3=2k� : 2

We now bound the size of the BSP constructed by the
algorithm. LetS(f; k) denote the maximum size of the
BSP produced by the algorithm for a box that containsf
long rectangles andk vertices in its interior. Ifk = 0,
Theorem 1 implies thatS(f; k) = O(f log f). For the
casek > 0, by Lemma 8(iii), we construct the subtreeTB
onB of sizeO(f log a + a3=2k) in one round, and recur-
sively construct subtrees for each box in the set of leavesLB . Hence, whenk > 0,S(f; k) = XD2LB S(fD ; kD) +O(f log a+ a3=2k);
where

PD kD � k,
PD fD � O(f + a3=2k),

and fD + akD � (f + ak)=pa for every boxD in LB .
The solution to this recurrence isS(f; k) = (f + k)2O(plog(f+k) );

where the constant of proportionality in the big-oh term is
linear in log�. The intuition behind this solution is that
each round increases the number of “old” long rectangles
by at most a constant factor, while also creatingO(a3=2k)
“new” long rectangles. The depth of each round isO(log a).
Choosinga = 2plog(f+k) balances the total increase in the
number of “old” rectangles (over all the rounds) and the
total increase in the number of “new” rectangles.

Since all operations at a node can be performed in time
linear in the number of rectangles at that node, the same
bound can be obtained for the running time of the algorithm.
Sincef � n andk � 4n at the beginning of the first round,
we obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 3 Given a setS of n rectangles inIR3 such that
the aspect ratio of each rectangle inS is bounded by a con-
stant� � 1, we can construct a BSP of sizen2O(plogn )
for S in timen2O(plogn ). The constants of proportionality
in the big-oh terms are linear inlog�.

7. Extensions

In this section, we show how to modify the algorithm of
Section 5 to handle the following three cases: (i) some of
the rectangles are thin, (ii) some of the rectangles are non-
orthogonal, and (iii) the input consists of intersecting fat
rectangles.

7.1. Fat and thin rectangles

Let us assume that the inputS = F[T hasn rectangles,
consisting ofm thin rectangles inT andn�m fat rectangles
in F.

Given a boxB, let f be the number of long rectangles
in FB, let k be the number of vertices of rectangles inFB
that lie in the interior ofB, and let t be the number of
rectangles inTB . The algorithm we use now is very sim-
ilar to the algorithm for fat rectangles. We fix the parame-
tera = 2plog(f+k).

1. If SB contains a free rectangle, we use the correspond-
ing free cut to splitB into two boxes.

2. If k = t = 0, we use the algorithm for long rectangles
to construct a BSP forB.

3. If t � (f + k), we use the algorithm by Paterson and
Yao for orthogonal rectangles inIR3 to construct a BSP
for B [21].

4. If (f + k) > t, we perform one round of the algorithm
described in Section 5.



This algorithm is recursively invoked on all boxes thatB
is split into. Let S(k; f; t) be the size of the BSP pro-
duced by this algorithm for a box withk vertices in
its interior, f long rectangles inFB, and t thin rect-
angles inTB. Analyzing the algorithm's behavior as
in Section 5, we can show thatS(k; f; t) = O(f log f);
whenk = t = 0; S(k; f; t) = O(tpt); when t � (f + k)
(see [21] for details), and when(f + k) > t;S(k; f; t) = XD S(kD ; fD; tD)+ O(f log a+ a3=2k + a3=2t)

The solution to this recurrence isS(k; f; t) = (f + k)2O(plog(f+k) ) +O(tpt);
where the constant of proportionality in the first big-oh term
is linear inlog�. The following theorem is immediate.

Theorem 4 A BSP of sizenpm2O(plogn ) can be con-
structed innpm2O(plogn ) time for n rectangles inIR3,
of whichm are thin. The constants of proportionality in the
big-oh terms are linear inlog�, where� is the maximum
aspect ratio of the fat rectangles.

There exists a set ofm thin rectangles andn � m fat
rectangles inIR3 for which any BSP has size
(npm).
7.2. Fat rectangles and non-orthogonal rectangles

Supposep objects in the input are non-orthogonal and
the rest are fat rectangles. The algorithm we use is very
similar to the algorithm in Section 7.1, except in two places.
In Step 1, we check whether we can make free cuts through
the non-orthogonal objects too. In Step 3, if the number
of non-orthogonal object at a node dominates the number
of fat rectangles, we use Paterson and Yao's algorithm for
triangles inIR3 to construct a BSP of size quadratic in the
number of objects in cubic time [20].

Theorem 5 A BSP of sizenp2O(plogn ) can be con-
structed innp22O(plogn ) time for n objects inIR3, of
whichp are non-orthogonal and the rest are fat rectangles.
The constants of proportionality in the big-oh terms are lin-
ear in log�, where� is the maximum aspect ratio of the fat
rectangles.

7.3. Intersecting fat rectangles

We now consider the case when then fat rectangles con-
tain k � �n2� intersecting pairs. For each intersecting pair
of rectangles, we break one of the rectangles in the pair into

a constant number of smaller pieces such that the pieces do
not intersect the other rectangle in the pair. This process
creates a total ofn + O(k) rectangles. Some or all of the
“new” O(k) rectangles may be thin. We then use the algo-
rithm of Section 7.1 to construct a BSP for the rectangles.
The theorem below follows.

Theorem 6 A BSP of size(n + k)pk2O(plogn ) can be
constructed in(n + k)pk2O(plogn ) time forn rectangles
in IR3, which havek intersecting pairs of rectangles. The
constants of proportionality in the big-oh terms are linear
in log�, where� is the maximum aspect ratio of the fat
rectangles.

There exists a set ofn rectangles inIR3, containingk
intersecting pairs, for which any BSP has size
(n+kpk).
8. Conclusions

Since worst-case complexities for BSPs are very
high (
(n2) for n triangles inIR3 and
(n3=2) for n orthog-
onal rectangles inIR3) and all known examples that achieve
the worst case use mainly skinny objects, we have made the
natural assumption that objects are fat and have shown that
this assumption allows smaller worst-case size of BSPs. We
have implemented these algorithms. The practical results
are very encouraging and are presented in a companion pa-
per [1].

It seems very probable that BSPs of size smaller
thann2O(plogn ) can be built forn orthogonal rectangles
of bounded aspect-ratio inIR3. The only lower bound we
have is the trivial
(n) bound. It would be interesting to
see if algorithms can be developed to construct BSPs of
optimal size. Similar improvements can be envisioned for
Theorems 4, 5 and 6.

An even more challenging open problem is determining
the right assumptions that should be made about the input
objects and the graphics display hardware so that provably
fast andpractically efficientalgorithms can be developed
for doing hidden-surface elimination of these objects. A
preliminary investigation into an improved model for graph-
ics hardware has been made by Grove et al. [15].
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